
SKYPE IS THE LIMIT 
random ideas for a you-topian exhibition 

 
 

Telepresence, in a very wide sense, coincides with telecomunications : 
fragments of you are all around me, just waiting to be detected. 

 
Videopresence is virtually there since the advent of TV,  

but only recently it became usable for private interactions.  
 

Thanks to the juicy lovematch between 
cheap webcams & affordable broadband connections,  

millions of people are nowadays videotalking. 
 

In this worldwide-scale immaterial cartography, 
screens seem to be the theoretical watersheds. 

But what’s exactly behind? And beyond? 

 
 

 
 

 
The exhibition is divided into 

4 sections + 1 appendix  : 
 

RIFLEXI(a)BILITY 
VIDEOCHATSHOTz 

PARA - GALLERY 
ELECTROCYCLOPS 

[ WINDOvieW ] 



REFLEXI(a)BILITY 
 

A : - Look me right in the eyes. What do you see?  
B : - Myself. 

 
The eye is both a camera and a mirror. 

Digital eyes are cameras, but in videochats they also become mirrors. 
 

Since we usually experience ourselves through reflecting surfaces, 
we need a flipped image as a preview/guideline 
to better shape our audiovisual conversations. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

brainstorming 
 
1) photo : a man is shaving in the street / in a camping using his laptop (with built-in 
webcam) as a mirror 
 
2) interactive installation : a mirror + a vertical plasma (connected to a camera above it) 
are placed side by side, converging on the spectator in a specular view of his image 
! do you prefer to be reflected or observed? 
 
3) photo / interactive installation : “short-circuit videochatting” 
! I delve into myself using 2 laptops and a mirror (see cover image) 
altruist alternative : I show my interlocutor his own (maximized) face by using an 
external webcam pointed to the screen 



VIDEOCHATSHOTz 
 

my (third) eye is mounted on your laptop 
when you call me, your (third) eye awakes in my laptop 

 
Videochatting means opening tridimensional chasms  

in interlocutors’ screens. 
 

Our spatiotemporal position rapidly packed and sent to the other, 
we scrutinize him through a prosthetic pupil. 

 
 

 
 
 

brainstorming 
 

1) expanded (visual) privacy : from "please don't come up, I'm in pyjamas" to the messy 
wilderness of the ‘unconscious framing’ 
 
grainy snapshots (slideshow/composition) : 
- thematic webbierooms & webbiefaces  
- perennial pyjamas' teleparty (also scattered performance) 
- ways of looking : from the neutral iSight to the emotional iGaze, iStare, iGlimpse, etc. 
- unconscious framers : unaware or freudian videoartists? 
 
2) unveiled crafty framers : when everything is arranged webcamwise 
 
photos : 
- profile view of a business man in a corporate teleconference : talking torso and part of 
the background perfectly in order, rest of the room/body drowned in chaos and nudity  
- bedroom backstage : in an empty loft, a trompe-l'oeil backdrop and some spotlights 
surround a minutely scenographied user-table with laptop & webcam 



PARA – GALLERY 
 

!!"# : greek preposition meaning “near” or “beyond” 
used as a prefix in greek-derived words to reinforce the term it goes with 
 
 

 

 
 

brainstorming 
 
1) para-noia :  
photo : a built-in webcam obscured by a band-aid (possible subcomandantemarcos-like 
figure hiding beyond the laptop screen) 
 
2) para-dox :  
performance : intercontinental musical rehearsals via telepresence (for ex., sudanese 
percussionist + french bassist + american guitarist + japanese singer) vs back-to-back 
couple chatting online after a spoken argument 
 
3) para-llax : 
preamble ! eye-contact is very rare in videotalking : if I watch you on the screen I'm not 
looking at you, but if I (pretend to) look at you - by looking at the camera, I can't watch 
you on the screen.. 
installation : a hindu-like (digital) third eye to put between the eyebrows of the users in 
order to enlarge their (tele)consciousness  
 
4) para-site : 
video : real-time robbery - a man with massive headphones is blissfully videotalking 
while his house is emptied out by some hooded characters in the background; little by 
little we understand the interlocutor is the thieves' accomplice 



ELECTROCYCLOPS 
 

“Now objects perceive me”  
(Paul Klee) 

 
In the tele-verse ME (I section) + YOU (II section)  

is some sort of unsettled WE (III section) 
 

Between US there is a medium 
Let’s try to face IT, or better : to look IT in the face 

 

 
 

brainstorming 
 

interactive installation : a wigged laptop in a dark room, showing a full-screen face at 
maximum brightness; when somebody enters the room, the face instantaneously greets 
him and start a brief formal conversation (sound coming from hidden speakers)  
where is the face connected from? can we define this detourned laptop a vision machine?  
 
 
 

[ WINDOvieW ] 
(appendix on free public webcams, reads THEY) 

 
 

brainstorming 
 
interactive installation : “the world-wide-hall” 
a room equipped with fake windows (widescreens covered by curtains & connected to 
random livecams), each one overlooking a different capital city 
! local alternative (cheap displacement) : a window of the exhibition space is replaced 
with a widescreen connected to a webcam trasmitting from another part of the city  
(the new frame should offer a similar point of view) 
 
photos / grainy snapshot gallery / video : “I’m late for dinner” 
people using public webcams as a goofy comunication device  
(for ex. gesticulating excessively or exposing big placards in the middle of the crowd) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

@lbert figurt (on the left) was born 28 years ago in Italy 
he excretes in the environment words, notes, images and scratchy thoughts 

his best oeuvres are still trapped in his sub-conscious 


